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everyone who cares
wake are the
form, brings its
countless dead and ideas, insights, and about Black girls, and
for Black women
survivors who are characters
whose inner-Black
little more than
blindingly to life. girl could use some
scavengers. The
Against this bleak healing.” –Tarana
poem’s
setting, we fear for Burke, Founder of the
unforgettable
Tamara's future as ‘Me Too' Movement
"Dear Dope Black
narrator, mother to we ponder our
a young girl named own. What results Girl, You don't know
me, but I know you. I
Tamara, has
is a work of
know you because I
decided to leave unflinching
am you! We are
her daughter with a tenacity and
magic, light, and stars
document that will tenderness. This is in the universe.” So
not only express a poem of abiding begins a letter that
Tamara Winfrey
her love for her,
power.
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the empowering,
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support to young
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always protect,
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us. This collection of
viral, resulting in a
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hundred personal
and hope that,
voices… is a mustletters from black
through the force read, not only for
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topics such as identity, and body positive
rare condition where
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his genetic clock
violence, grief, mental women-to-be—and for periodically resets,
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sexuality. In Dear
inside every black
pulled suddenly into
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moving and entirely
teaching the art of self-six and Henry thirtyunforgettable. 'Dark,
six, and were
love and selfmarried when Clare unpredictable,
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Harris's The Sisters
was twenty-two and incredibly clever
and a modern
Are Alright explores Henry thirty.
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Impossible but true. romance' Grazia
must often fight and The Time Traveler's Time and Time
stumble their way into
Again [Time
Wife is the
alrightness after
Between Us &
international
adulthood. Dear Black
bestselling novel of Time After Time
Girl continues this
a time-altering love. bind-up] Penguin
work by delivering
Love is all you
pro-black, feminist, Henry is a librarian
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wrong outfit,
them immediately, her peers, and root
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especially a guitar- for her throughout
wrong crush. Yet playing guy with a the book." -VOYA
Sam knows she'd talent for verse,
"A thoughtful
be truly crazy to and starts to
romance with a
leave the
discover a whole strong message
protection of the new side of
about selfmost popular girls herself. Slowly,
acceptance, [this]
in school. So when she begins to feel sensitive novel
Sam meets
more "normal"
boasts strong
Caroline, she has than she ever has characterizations
to keep her new
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and conflicts that
friend with a
popular crowd . . . many teens will
refreshing sense of until she finds a
relate to.
humor and no style new reason to
Eminently
a secret, right up question her sanity readable."
there with Sam's and all she holds -Booklist "A
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dear. "Clueless
brilliant and
her psychiatrist.
meets Dead Poets moving story
Caroline
Society with a
about finding your
introduces Sam to whopping final
voice, the power of
Poet's Corner, a
twist." -Kirkus
words, and true
hidden room and a Reviews "This
friendship. I
tight-knit group of book is highly reco couldn't put it
misfits who have mmended-readers down?" -Elizabeth
been ignored by
will connect with Eulberg, Author of
the school at large. Sam, relating to
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brave, and
break your heart. old Zavion loses his
beautiful."
Readers will want home in Hurricane
-Kathleen
to turn page after Katrina, he and his
father are forced to
Caldwell, A Great page and read
flee to Baton Rouge.
Good Place for
every last word.
And when Henry, a
Books "A riveting Then do it all over ten-year-old boy in
story of love, true again." -Marianne northern Vermont,
tragically loses his
friendship, selfFollis, Teen
doubt and selfLibrarian, Valley best friend, Wayne, he
flees to ravaged New
confidence,
Ranch (Irving)
Orleans to help with
overcoming
Public Library
hurricane relief
obstacles, and truly Swap'd Random
efforts—and to search
House
for a marble that was
finding oneself."
In this stunning debut in the pocket of a pair
-Melanie Koss,
novel, two very
of jeans donated to the
Professor of
different characters—a Red Cross. Rich with
Young Adult
black boy who loses imagery and crackling
Literature,
his home in
with hope, this is the
Northern Illinois Hurricane Katrina
unforgettable story of
and
a
white
boy
in
how lives connect in
University
Vermont who loses
unexpected, even
"Romantic,
his best friend in a
magical, ways. “In
unpredictable,
tragic accident—come Smith’s poetic hands,
relatable, and so together to find
this poignant story
very enjoyable." healing. A hurricane, barrels across the
-Arnold Shapiro, a tragic death, two
pages and into the
boys,
one
marble.
reader’s heart,
Oscar- and EmmyHow they intertwine reminding us that
winning Producer
is at the heart of this
"Characters to love beautiful, poignant magic can arise from
the deepest tragedy.”
and a story to
book. When ten-year- —Kathi Appelt,
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finally pregnant. Riley relationship with her
Bazaar and Real
pursued her childhood lifelong friend. Like
Simple Named a Most dream of becoming a Tayari Jones’s An
Anticipated Book of television journalist American Marriage
Fall by People,
and is poised to
and Jodi Picoult’s
Essence, New York become one of the
Small Great Things,
Post, PopSugar, New first Black female
We Are Not Like
York Newsday,
anchors of the top
Them takes “us to
Entertainment
news channel in their uncomfortable
Weekly, Town &
hometown of
places—in the best
Country, Bustle,
Philadelphia. But the possible way—while
Fortune, and Book
deep bond they share capturing so much of
Riot Told from
is severely tested
what we are all
alternating
when Jen’s husband, thinking and feeling
perspectives, this
a city police officer, is about race. A sharp,
“propulsive, deeply involved in the
timely, and soulfelt tale of race and
shooting of an
satisfying novel”
friendship” (People) unarmed Black
(Emily Giffin, New
follows two women, teenager. Six months York Times
one Black and one
pregnant, Jen is in
bestselling author)
white, whose
freefall as her future, that is both a powerful
friendship is indelibly her husband’s
conversation starter
altered by a tragic
freedom, and her
and a celebration of
event. Jen and Riley friendship with Riley the enduring power of
have been best friends are thrown into
friendship.
since kindergarten. As uncertainty. Covering Dwight D.
adults, they remain as this career-making
Eisenhower Clarion
close as sisters,
story, Riley wrestles Books
though their lives
with the implications Winner, 2016 the
have taken different of this tragic incident Belmont Book
directions. Jen
for her Black
Award, Sponsored by
married young, and community, her
the International
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Country Music
prominent
characters, previously
Conference For more artists—including
untold stories, and
than forty years, Guy Johnny Cash, Ricky riveting emotions that
Clark wrote and
Skaggs, Jerry Jeff
make up the life of
recorded
Walker, and
this modern-day poet
unforgettable songs. others—who have
and troubadour.
His lyrics and
recorded and
melodies paint
performed Clark’s
indelible portraits of music. Now, in
the people, places,
Without Getting
and experiences that Killed or Caught: The
shaped him. He has Life and Music of
served as model,
Guy Clark, writer,
mentor, supporter, and producer, and music
friend to at least two industry insider
generations of the
Tamara Saviano
world’s most talented chronicles the story of
and influential singer- this legendary artist
songwriters. In songs from her unique
like “Desperados
vantage point as his
Waiting for a Train,” former publicist and
L.A. Freeway,” “She producer of the
Ain’t Going
Grammy-nominated
Nowhere,” and
album This One’s for
“Texas 1947,”
Him: A Tribute to
Clark’s poetic
Guy Clark. Part
mastery has given
memoir, part
voice to a vision of
biography, Saviano’s
life, love, and trouble skillfully constructed
that has resonated not narrative weaves
only with fans of
together the
Americana music, but extraordinary songs,
also with the
larger-than-life
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